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Phil Hansen Client Testimonials 
 

“All I can say is “wow”! It’s been over a week since my Weichert sales 

team participated in Phil’s “virtual experience” and they are still talking 

about it. At a time when a team can feel limited, he helped us to look 

beyond those limitations and imagine the possibilities. The motivational 

nature of the program was unbelievable, but the real magic was the 

interactive portion of the presentation. It was engaging and provided 

practical strategies to discover how we can approach creating ideas and 

solving challenges."  

— Weichert Realtors 
 

“Phil was an excellent speaker with a dynamic topic and engaging style. 

He was VERY well received by our audience of 1500+ people.” 

— Salt Lake Community College 

 

“Phil is amazing! We loved hearing his story and seeing his artwork.” 

— Idaho Central Credit Union 

 

“One of the best keynotes we have had. Everyone absolutely loved 

his message. He was also one of the most easy-going speakers I 

have worked with in a long time. I highly recommend Phil for any 

event.” 

— Wolters Kluwer ELM Solutions, Inc. 

 

“Excellent Presentation.  Engaging, Interesting and the after art is totally 

worth the extra upgrade.” 

— GAMA International 

 

“Our audience was in total awe of his talent; completely captivated. His 

presentation style was genuine.” 

— Connecting Point Marketing Group 

 

“Phil Hansen is guaranteed to deliver heart, emotion, inspiration, creativity 

and the WOW factor for any audience. His story, his genuine personality 

and his amazing talent speak volumes to any crowd! Truly an amazing 

human than can inspire the masses!” 

— Shaw Industries 
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“Phil’s story is unique and compelling. His presentation kept our audience 

very engaged. The “reveal” and seeing the result of their art creation 

ended with a standing ovation!” 

— Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association 

 

“Phil was our best speaker to date and was perfect for our meeting. 

Throughout the week I heard people talking about his session and his 

artwork. He kept everyone engaged throughout. Keynote speakers at 

times can tend to sound the same, but with Phil’s art his messaging goes 

to a new level.” 

— Hu-Friedy 

 

“Best message and overall presentation I have ever heard at a 

conference!” 

— INVEST Financial Corporation 

 

“Phil Hansen offered our sales team an uncommon, uncharacteristic and 

unexpected twist on traditional meeting presentations. His message was 

innovative, imaginative, and left us wanting more!” 

— General Mills President, Sales and Channel Development 

 

“Book Him! Phil was easy to work with … and a great keynote that really 

resonated with our audience.” 

— AAHA (American Animal Hospital Association) 

 

“There are really smart speakers, there are really inspirational speakers, 

and there are really human speakers. Phil is all three. Can’t wait to hear 

him again!” 

— International Society for Technology in Education 

 

“Phil Hansen is a master storyteller and shares his personal journey of 

challenge and triumph with sensitivity and humor. He is an engaging 

speaker who can connect with any audience. Phil is also one of the most 

creative artists I have seen. You never know what he will pick up next to 

make into a surprising and inspiring work of art.” 

— The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
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“Phil will wake up your employees in a way you as a leadership team 

cannot.” 

— Executive Board Member of SAP 

 

“This year we assembled a dozen or so of the most influential executives in 

healthcare to explore how to best handle the enormous, disruptive wave 

crashing upon our industry. We wanted an outside perspective that would 

inspire us to think differently about constraints and inspire us to create 

entirely new approaches. Phil delivered on both of these fronts and did so 

with a warmth and humility that touched each of us. I would highly 

recommend Phil for any group looking for a fresh perspective.” 

— Dtu Health 

 

“Phil is a dynamic presenter who knows how to engage the audience. 

He’s comfortable on stage, knows his material well, and has a flair for 

surprising the audience in a positive way. He’s able to tie in his talk to 

business professionals and their day-to-day work life.” 

— Consortium Health Plans, Inc. 

 

“Phil was absolutely fantastic. He has the ability to captivate an audience 

and immediately create a connection. From the pre-planning to our on-

site interaction, Phil was a pleasure to work with throughout the process.” 

— Elior North America 

 

“Phil was awesome! Presentation was engaging and inspiring. Definitely 

have him do the artwork at the end. The employees loved what they 

created.” 

— W Services Group, LLC 

 

“Phil is a true professional with an engaging presentation. His message is 

applicable to so many audiences, and inspired discussion throughout the 

rest of our retreat. We received tons of positive feedback from our 

attendees.” 

— Burgundy Asset Management 
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